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DEPARTMENTAL & REGIONAL ELECTIONS MUST NOT BE POSTOPONED AGAIN
DUE TO COVID-19 
R. MUSELIER SAID 13-20 JUNE VOTED BY PAR

Paris, Washington DC, 23.03.2021, 22:01 Time

USPA NEWS - The Association fo French Regions (There are 13 regions in France), chaired by Renaud Muselier, who happens to be
also the President of the Region of South, is opposed to postponing the next departmental and regional elections, initially scheduled
for the 13/ and 20th of June 2021, after the vote of the French Parliament. We publish the full transept of the Press Release of the The
Association fo French Regions . « Refusing to consider as serious the rumors about a new postponement of the departmental and
regional elections, United Territories affirms that the electoral calendar recently voted by the Parliament must be respected.

The Association fo French Regions (There are 13 regions in France), chaired by Renaud Muselier, who happens to be also the
President of the Region of South, is opposed to postponing the next departmental and regional elections, initially scheduled for the 13/
and 20th of June 2021, after the vote of the French Parliament. We publish the full transept of the Press Release of the The
Association fo French Regions « Refusing to consider as serious the rumors about a new postponement of the departmental and
regional elections, United Territories affirms that the electoral calendar recently voted by the Parliament must be respected. While a
proactive optimism is displayed up to the highest level of the State on the health situation of the country at the end of spring, and that
strong measures are taken to curb the epidemic, it would be incomprehensible not to hold the departmental and regional elections
scheduled for June 13 and 20.-------------------------------------------------------------
If the scientific council dictates the election calendar, then we have changed our political regime without admitting it! The government
rightly emphasizes the need to live sustainably with the virus and to behave as citizens. In any democracy, the citizen is first of all the
one who votes freely. So democratic countries around the world, from Portugal to the United States, have recently held elections.
Election deadlines must be respected so that the French can choose their local elected representatives, and thus express their
aspirations to be more attentive and more close.
THIS IS DEMOCRATIC EVIDENCE HTAT MUST ACHIEV CONSENSUS---------------------------------------------------------
This is democratic evidence that must achieve consensus, according to the head-leads,Dominique Bussereau, President of the ADF,
President of the Department of Charente-Maritime, Jean-Luc Gleyze, Secretary General of ADF, President of the Gironde Department,
François Baroin, Chairman of the AMF, Andre Laignel, 1st Deputy Chairman of the AMF, Renaud Muselier, President of Regions of
France, President of the South Region, François Bonneau, Deputy President of France, President of the Center-Val-de-Loire Region
SOURCE : The Association fo French Regions
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